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Designed for use in undergraduate histology and human anatomy courses, this atlas contains over

550 high-quality photomicrographs of human tissues and organs. The photomicrographs presented

in this atlas were prepared from slides readily available from large biological supply companies to

match as closely as possible what students will see in the laboratory. In addition to the

photomicrographs, illustrations and diagrams are used throughout the atlas to clarify histological

concepts.
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I love the way the slides are presented in this atlas, its an excellent micro slide representation that

also has a nice concise explanation of each.The thing that I really like about this particular atlas is

the thick somewhat slick paper binder-less presentation. It allows me to put it into a loose leaf

binder, which then allows me to open it up fully so that I don't have to fight a book binding while

highlighting etc. Its great for laying out on the lab decks for better viewing!

This histology atlas was essential for me passing anatomy lab. The pictures were great, and I loved

how they would show multiple pictures of certain slides. Some slides looked completely different

based on the magnification. I never missed histology questions on my lab exams. I also loved how it

had introductions to each system describing structure and function, as well as explanations under

the pictures of the slides as well. A lot of times it was easier for me to find structure and function in



my atlas than in my textbook. I had friends taking anatomy at other schools, and I would often send

them pictures of my atlas to help them out. Definitely a great investment, and it helped me get that

A.

Sometimes in class, I try to take photos of the specimens in the microscopes, and sometimes what I

see in class may look a little different than what is on the exam. This is a great book to see a

comparison so I can get a general idea of what something should look like. This helped a lot for

Anatomy & Physiology.

This is a must- have for anyone interested in histology. Excellent micro slide representations,

countered with concise explanation. No book is going to get you an A in anatomy and physiology.

You have to put the work in. Study this book and you are on your way!

This is a nice book, the pages are thicker and allow you to use highlighters and pens easily on

them. Explains things really well and I like it even though I just started working with it for class.

Great book.

Was loose leaf which can rip easily and the descriptions for the pictures wasn't clear

Has some really great pictures and explanations. Will be very helpful for my course.
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